Glossary

vote

calculating / adjective
using careful and clever planning to get what you want, even if it hurts other people = RUTHLESS

Democratic Party / noun [uncount]
one of the two main political parties in the US. Its policies are usually more liberal than those of the other main party, the Republican Party

dispassionate / adjective FORMAL
able to make fair judgments or decisions that are not influenced by personal feelings = DETACHED

logic / noun ★★
the way that someone connects ideas when they are explaining something or giving a reason

objectively / adverb
using facts and not influenced by personal feelings or beliefs

policy / noun [count / uncount] ★★★
a set of plans or actions agreed on by a government, political party, business or other group

psychologist / noun [count] ★★
someone who studies how people’s minds work and how this affects their behaviour

reasoned / adjective
thought about and expressed in an intelligent, sensible way

Republican Party / noun [uncount]
one of the two main political parties in the US, whose members tend to have conservative views